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Abstract— Providing automated granular control of lighting,
along with user-driven control, results in an energy-efficient
smart lighting system design while catering to personal occupant
preferences. Two functional ingredients in such a system are:
1) sensing that provides granular information on occupant
location and 2) a communication system to transmit control
messages from a user. In this paper, we consider an ultrasonic
circular array sensor that provides the dual functionality of
granular occupant sensing and a communication receiver for user
control transmissions. A ceiling-mounted sensor configuration
with a colocated ultrasonic transmitter and array receiver is
considered. To perform presence sensing, this transmitter sends
periodic bursts of sinusoidal pulses that, upon reflection from
the environment, are received at the array sensor. The echoes are
processed to obtain estimates of range, azimuth, and elevation
angles corresponding to possible occupant movements.
A Kalman filter based on a near constant velocity model is used
for target tracking. The resulting occupant location is used for
energy-efficient lighting control. A user may in addition control
lamps in its vicinity by sending messages at ultrasonic frequency,
which are processed by the receiver array, and used to further
adapt requested parameters of the lighting system. The proposed
sensing and messaging solution is tested in an indoor office
space with an eight-element receiver array sensor prototype.

Index Terms— Ultrasonic circular array sensors, indoor
granular presence sensing, Kalman tracking, ultrasonic
communication, lighting control.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE design of energy-efficient lighting systems is
important, given that electric lighting is a major

constituent of electricity consumption in office buildings [1].
An approach to saving energy is by providing illumination at a
prescribed level only in occupied regions and providing lower
illumination levels in unoccupied regions. Control schemes
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have been designed with these illumination objectives [2], [3].
A key ingredient in this approach is granular presence
sensing, i.e. coarsely determining spatial occupancy in a
given space. While energy efficiency is an important design
consideration, catering to individual user illumination needs is
equally important. Thus providing occupants with the ability
to control lighting to meet individual needs is necessary.
Control schemes may then take specific user inputs into
consideration to enhance user satisfaction with the rendered
illumination [4]–[6]. In this paper, we present an ultrasonic
system to provide the functionalities of granular presence
sensing and user communication in a smart lighting system.

Ultrasonic sensors are attractive for indoor presence
detection since they can offer greater sensitivity over a larger
detection region as compared to passive infrared sensors [7] at
comparable costs. Traditional passive infrared sensors [7] only
provide binary occupancy information and cannot localize
users. An ultrasonic array sensor when operated in
pulsed mode can provide range as well as angular
information [8]–[10]. Ultrasonic linear array sensors were con-
sidered for localized presence sensing [8] in a wall-mounted
configuration. Under a ceiling-mounted configuration,
which is typical in indoor lighting control applications, these
sensors were proposed for improved presence detection [9] and
one-dimensional zoning [10]. With a linear array sensor in
a ceiling-mounted configuration, it is only possible to obtain
information on the half-plane elevation angle. A uniform
circular array can, on the other hand, provide 360◦ azimuth
angle as well as half-plane elevation angle information.
Together with range, an occupant may thus be localized
in a two-dimensional horizontal plane. Ultrasonic sensor
systems in different system configurations have been used
in [11] and [12] for indoor ranging and reference-free
localization. In addition, ultrasonic sensors have been used
for indoor communications [13]–[17]. A high rate ultrasonic
communication system was designed to operate in frequencies
in the order of hundreds of kHz [13], [14], while in [15] a
bandwidth between 50-110 kHz was used for transmission.
In [16] and [17], the feasibility of ultrasonic communications
at frequencies in the order of tens of kHz was investigated.

The proposed ultrasonic system consists of an ultrasonic
circular array sensor, situated at the ceiling, and a user device
capable of ultrasonic transmissions at a frequency within the
bandwidth of the array sensor. The ultrasonic circular array
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sensor has a co-located single transmitter and a wideband
circular array receiver. The transmitter sends pulsed sinusoids
at a frequency that is within its bandwidth (for instance,
commercial ultrasonic transmitters used in lighting control
applications have a typical center frequency of 40 kHz).
The circular array processes the received signal obtained
after reflection from objects in the environment to obtain
granular presence information, which is passed to the lighting
controller, designed for providing pre-determined illumination
levels in the occupied and unoccupied regions.

To obtain granular presence, the sampled raw received
signal is first preprocessed through a moving target
indicator (MTI) processor. In MTI processing, echoes received
over two consecutive pulse intervals are subtracted in order
to suppress static clutter. Afterwards, range information of
potentially moving targets is extracted using a power detector
applied to the downmixed MTI-processed difference signal.
A conventional beamformer [18] is then applied to the data
in ranges with detected movements to obtain azimuth and
elevation angles with respect to the sensor. From the estimated
range and angles of arrival, location estimates are obtained.
These are converted to Cartesian coordinates, so that a linear
tracker may be used, and supplied to the tracking algorithm.
The algorithm first associates measurements in each scan
with tentative tracks based on a coarse gate [19] and a
proximity-based clustering algorithm. The tracks are then
filtered through a Kalman filter based on a near constant
velocity (NCV) motion model [20]. To each tentative track,
a score is assigned that consists of a signal-related term,
and a kinematic term. In order to confirm tentative tracks
as true targets and delete tracks that have been lost for a
number of scans, two corresponding thresholds are computed.
Furthermore, for tracks in sufficiently close neighborhood,
a track merger is applied that compares the state estimate of
tracks and if for some number of scans the state estimates stay
close, the redundant track is dropped. Initial results of granular
presence sensing were presented in our earlier conference
paper [21].

An occupant may change lighting system characteristics,
such as illumination level or color level, by communicating
with the ultrasonic array sensor. At the occupant side, there is
a user device capable of producing ultrasonic transmissions.
For instance, a commercial audio speaker of a laptop or
smartphone may be used; most speakers may be used at
ultrasonic frequencies in the range of 18-22 kHz [22], [23].
We use 5 bits to encode user requests (e.g. increase or
decrease illumination level by a specific amount) using on-off
keying (OOK). Line-of-sight is assumed during user
signalling, as is common in remote control actions. At the
circular array receiver, the communication signal is
bandpassed. The signal is decoded and DoA is performed to
determine the region from which the message was received.
This information is then sent to the lighting controller where
the requested user changes are executed.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed sensing and
communication solution in an indoor office environment with
an 8-element uniform circular array prototype and a laptop for
signalling from the user.

Fig. 1. Illustration of ultrasonic sensing/communication system for lighting
controls.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The ultrasonic system for granular presence sensing
and user messaging is shown in Fig. 1. The ultrasonic array
sensor, consisting of a transmitter and co-located circular array,
is situated at the ceiling of the room. It serves two functions:
one, for granular presence sensing, and two, as an ultrasonic
communication receiver. In the function of granular presence
sensing, the sensor is used to determine where potential
occupants are situated. This information is then provided to the
lighting controller to achieve automatic localized illumination;
a prescribed level of average illuminance (e.g. 500 lux)
may be provided around the occupied region and a lower
average illuminance level (e.g. 300 lux) may be provided
in unoccupied regions. In the function of a communication
receiver, the array sensor decodes the user message
transmitted from a user-equipped device and also determines
the region from where the message was transmitted. The
user message information is then conveyed to the lighting
controller to achieve user-controlled localized illumination,
and adjust parameters of appropriate lamps in the lighting
system (for e.g. dimming up so that a higher average
illuminance level of 600 lux may be provided to this
user). Control algorithms to adapt dimming of lamps
to meet illuminance constraints have been investigated
in [2] and [4]–[6] under different system settings. The
user-equipped mobile device that acts as an ultrasonic
transmitter may be a commercial speaker of a smartphone or
laptop.

The ultrasonic transmitter used for presence sensing has
a broadbeam pattern and a narrow bandwidth with center
frequency fc,1. The speaker of each user-equipped mobile
device is set to operate at the near-ultrasonic central frequency
of fc,2, where frequencies fc,1 and fc,2 are sufficiently apart
to avoid any interference. The receiver array is made of M
individual MEMS components that are sensitive to ultrasonic
frequencies. Their compact size permits construction of a
uniform circular array with limited spatial aliasing (the inter-
element separation is close to half-wavelength, albeit higher).
The array sensor is located at the ceiling, a configuration that
is common in indoor lighting control applications [2], [10].
We assume without loss of generality that the origin of the
coordinate system is at the sensor.
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A. Circular Array Sensor

The receiver is a circular array with M elements uniformly
distributed on a circle with radius r . For presence sensing
purposes, the receiver processes signals at the central
frequency, fc,1, of the co-located ultrasonic transmitter. For
receiving user control messages, the receiver processes signals
around the central frequency, fc,2, of the mobile devices.
A spherical coordinate system with origin at the center of the
receiver is considered for direction of arrival (DoA) estimation
of the backscattered plane waves. Elevation angles in the
range θ ∈ [0, π/2] are measured with respect to the positive
direction of the z-axis, which in our case is directed from the
ceiling towards the floor. Azimuth angles of the impinging
plane waves are in the range of φ ∈ [0, 2π) and are measured
counterclockwise from the x-axis in the x − y plane of the
ceiling. The reader is referred to [24] (Fig. 4 therein) for a
depiction of the elevation and azimuth angles.

Assuming the alignment of the first array element with
the positive direction of the x-axis, the angular position of
the array elements and the relative delay in the reception
of the wavefront with respect to the origin of the array are
respectively given by [20], [24]

φm = 2π

(
m − 1

M

)
, m = 1, 2, . . . , M,

τm = − r

vs
sin(θ) cos(φ − φm), m = 1, 2, . . . , M. (1)

Therefore, the element-space circular array response is given
by the steering vector:

a(θ, φ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

exp[� 2π
λ r sin θ cos(φ − φ1)]

exp[� 2π
λ r sin θ cos(φ − φ2)]

...

exp[� 2π
λ r sin θ cos(φ − φM )]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (2)

where λ = vs/ fc,1 is the wavelength, exp represents the
exponential function, and � = √−1.

III. GRANULAR PRESENCE SENSING

A. Transmitted Waveform

The transmitter sends out periodic pulsed sinusoids [8], [9],
with an active transmission duration of Ts and pulse repetition
interval being Tp . The transmitted signal can be written as a
real-valued bandpass signal with center frequency fc,1 as

s(t) = Re{u(t)exp[�2π fc,1t]}, (3)

where Re{.} represents the real part, and

u(t) =
{

1 0 < t − � t
Tp

�Tp ≤ Ts

0 Ts < t − � t
Tp

�Tp ≤ Tp .
(4)

Two pulse repetition intervals constitute a scan. In (3), Tp is
an integer multiple of 1/ fc,1.

This section describes the signal processing applied to the
raw received signal to estimate the occupant location and
form the measurements to supply to the tracker. First, the
received signal is demodulated and converted to baseband.
Then, MTI processing is applied to suppress the effect of static

Fig. 2. Block diagram of receiver sensor processing.

clutter. Subsequently, range values corresponding to possible
occupant movements are estimated by applying a power
detector on the clutter-suppressed difference signal. In the
next step, data from the tentative target range is provided to a
beamformer to extract azimuth and elevation angles of arrival.
Thereafter, the measured locations in spherical coordinates are
converted to Cartesian coordinates and used as input to the
tracker. The various receiver processing steps are illustrated
in Fig. 2.

B. Practical Design Considerations

The target detection area that the sensor should achieve
is 40-50 m2, at a mounting height of 2.5-3 m, considering
typical topologies of cellular offices and zones in open
offices. For the office space considered in our experiments,
the maximum range to be covered by the sensor is
approximately 6 m. Considering the speed of sound in air
to be vs = 343 ms−1 and given the center frequency of
the transmitted narrowband waveform is fc,1 = 40 kHz, the
wavelength λ ≈ 8.6 mm.

We considered an 8-element uniform circular array so as
to have a reasonable spatial granularity while keeping the
sensor complexity low. Due to the size of available commercial
components used to construct the receiver array, the
inter-element spacing is 4.6 mm. Since this value is slightly
higher than the half-wavelength, we expect to have some
spatial aliasing in the form of spatial sidelobes in the beam
pattern. This needs to be alleviated in the receiver processing
so as to avoid falsely detecting non-existent occupants.

In order to treat spherical wavefronts as plane waves, a user
is required to be in the far field of the array sensor [25]. Given
that the circular array has a radius r ≈ 6 mm, and with a
mounting height of 3 m, the far field conditions are satisfied.

The duration of the pulsed sinusoid is chosen as Ts = 4 ms,
so as to provide a reasonable range resolution of 0.68 m [8].
In order to guarantee unambiguous range measurements,
a quiet period has to be scheduled so that echoes from the
environment die before the transmission of the next pulsed
sinusoid and sufficiently large to sense over the required range.
Thus, a pulse repetition interval of Tp = 60 ms was chosen in
order to cover the maximum range and allow for the reception
of all possible echoes.
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C. Conversion to Baseband

The received signal at the receiver elements is a real-valued
bandpass signal represented as

wm(t) = Re{gm(t)exp[�2π fc,1t]}
where wm(t) is the received signal at the mth element and
gm(t) is the baseband received signal. Due to multipath caused
by static and moving clutter in the indoor environment, the
sinusoidal pulse is received from multiple paths with different
attenuation, delay and Doppler shift and it is the sum of
multiple such echoes. In order to down-convert the received
signal to baseband, the received signal is multiplied with the
complex exponential exp[−�2π fc,1t] [26] and a lowpass filter
is applied with cut-off frequency fD,max to allow for
Doppler shifts.

D. Moving Target Indicator Processing

The baseband received signal at the mth element at time
instant t (where 0 � t < Tp) is composed of N(t) components
and can be expressed as

gm(t) =
N(t)∑
n=1

βm,n(t)u(t − Tm,n(t))exp[−�2π fc,1Tm,n(t)]

× exp[�2π fDm,n (t)] + ζm(t), (5)

where N(t) = N1(t) + N2 is composed of N1(t) components
due to moving clutter and N2 components due to static
clutter, βm,n(t) denotes the attenuation factor of the nth path
with respect to the mth array element, and ζm(t) is the
additive white Gaussian noise at the mth element. The terms
Tm,n(t) and fDm,n (t) are respectively the time delay and
Doppler shift of the nth path at time t and are given by

Tm,n(t) = 2dm,n(t)

vs
, fDm,n (t) ≈ 2vm,n(t)

λ
,

where dm,n(t) is the nth path length and vm,n(t) is the radial
speed of the object that has caused the echoes with respect to
the mth array element.

We apply single canceller MTI processing [26], based on
the subtraction of echoes received over two consecutive pulse
intervals (called a scan), to suppress the effect of static clutter.
The MTI processor subtracts the echo received at a time
instant t from the corresponding echo received at the next
pulse repetition interval. That is, for the mth element,

	gm(t) = gm(t + Tp) − gm(t).

For echoes caused by static objects, the Doppler frequency
is zero, and since path delay does not change over time, the
difference signal after MTI processing due to received signals
from static objects is zero. Therefore, the difference signal
only contains N1(t) components. Assuming that the environ-
ment characteristics and the speed of the objects caused by
each component are constant over a scan, the gain difference of
the nth echo component, βm,n(t+Tp)−βm,n(t), can be zero for
certain blind speeds [8], underlying the need for tracking so
as not to lose track of occupant movements.

E. Range Processing

To detect the location of the occupants in the office room,
we first extract range information from the received echo.
For the purpose of practical implementation, we discretize
the range covered over a scan duration into a number of
range bins. The size of the range bins will determine the range
measurement granularity of our system. We choose the size
of each range bin to be 	d = 0.343 m. Since the signal
is digitized at the receiver with sampling frequency fs,1, the

th range bin contains ν = � 2	d fs,1

vs
� samples.

Let the downmixed and MTI-processed portion of the
received signal at the mth array element for sample ς at the

th range bin be denoted as 	gm(
, ς), ς = 1, 2, . . . , ν.
The preprocessed signal at the 
th range bin for ς th sample
received by M elements is then given by

�g(
, ς) = [
	g1(
, ς),	g2(
, ς), . . . ,	gM (
, ς)

]T
.

To detect movement, the average received power per range
bin received over all the elements is computed as

(
) = 1

Mν

M∑
m=1

ν∑
ς=1

|	gm(
, ς)|2. (6)

The amount of received power would depend on the size
of user movement, but also on aspects like human body
orientation and the type of clothing. The power per range
bin is then compared against a threshold. The detection
threshold δ(
) per range bin 
 is set using the noise
power, ε(
), measured when the environment is unoccupied,
so as to achieve a desired probability of false alarm (we choose
a value of 10−3).

Due to multipath propagation in the indoor environment,
echoes from the same moving occupant reach the receiver
with different delays in multiple range bins after power
detection. We consider that the strongest echo is due to the
line-of-sight component between the closest occupant and the
sensor. In order to deal with the effect of multipath and since
the number of occupants is not known a priori, we consider
the following processing steps. First, the range bin with the
maximum received power is chosen and compared against
the corresponding detection threshold. Let 
max denote the
range bin with the maximum received power. If the following
condition holds,

(
max ) > δ(
max ),

we conclude that the room is occupied. Thereafter, all other
range bins with received power higher than or equal to (
max)

4
are compared against their corresponding detection threshold.
More specifically, if for the 
th range bin the following
condition holds,

(
) ≥ max{δ(
),
(
max )

4
}, (7)

then that range bin is declared as a possible range bin where an
occupant is located and considered for further processing. This
procedure may still allow multipath echoes to be declared as
active range bins. The tracking algorithm is designed to correct
some of these false detections. Also note from (7) that in order
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to limit the amount of ranges that need to be further processed,
we limit our attention to those echoes that are within a
threshold of 6 dB (corresponding to a factor of 4 in (7)) with
respect to the strongest signal power. This mechanism may
reject true targets that are in further regions but that would be
fixed in successive scans due to the movement of the occupants
and with the help of the tracking mechanism that takes into
account the temporal correlation of the detections relating to
true targets.

F. DoA Processing

After range detection, a number of range bins are declared
to contain occupants either due to the presence of a true
target or due to multipath. The data from these range bins
is then processed to find the angle of arrival of the source
contained. A two-dimensional conventional beamformer is
then applied on the preprocessed data corresponding to each
of the active range bins. For the preprocessed data, �g(
, ς),
at the 
th active range bin for ς th sample, the two-dimensional
angular spectrum is written as

�(θ, φ, 
) = 1

Mν

ν∑
ς=1

|aH (θ, φ)�g(
, ς)|2, (8)

where � indicates the angular response and θ and φ take
values from the discrete sets � and � respectively.

Taking into account that in each range bin at most
one occupant movement is of interest, the maximum of the
angular spectrum (which corresponds to the angular location
where the maximum power is received) is found. Furthermore,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the detected location is
computed as

η̄ = η(θmax , φmax , 
) = maxθ∈�,φ∈� �(θ, φ, 
)

ε(
)
, (9)

where θmax and φmax are the angles with maximum received
power. After DoA processing, the elevation angle, azimuth
angle, measured SNR at the location and the corresponding
range bin which are denoted respectively as

{θmax, φmax , 
, η̄}
are stored to be supplied to the tracker for refining the location
estimates by considering the temporal correlation of detections
corresponding to the target.

G. Target Tracking

After range and DoA processing, the observation points
collected in one scan are then transformed to Cartesian
coordinates. Before being supplied to the tracking algorithm,
data is filtered to disregard infeasible location estimates that
lie beyond the physical boundaries of the environment. The
tracking is performed in two dimensions (x, y). A true moving
target is persistent in the tracking region for several scans [27].
As a result, persistent clutter and observations formed due to
sidelobes of the circular array also are classified as being a
tentative target, whereas false detections caused by random
noise or clutter are not correlated in time. In order to minimize

misclassification between persistent false targets and the true
ones, tracking and a mechanism for scoring the different tracks
is implemented [20]. Tracking is also useful in addressing the
problem of intermittent detections due to the MTI-processor
suppressing target echoes at certain speeds [8].

For the data association and tracking algorithm described in
the rest of the section, a priori knowledge of the existence of
multiple targets (whether true targets or caused by clutter or
sidelobes) is assumed. The tracking algorithm is composed
of four main parts; (a) observation-to-track association,
(b) NCV Kalman filter-based track prediction, (c) track scoring
and (d) maintenance of a list of tentative targets with their
current state and tracking score.

1) Observation-to-Track Data Association: Observations
formed in one scan are first clustered to initiate multiple
tentative targets based on the proximity of the measurements.
A coarse gate with size roughly equal to the area a human
occupies in x − y plane is used to ensure that detections due
to different parts of the human target body are combined.
A circular gate with radius

√
2 m is chosen. Measurements

falling into the same proximity of one gate are clustered as
one tentative target and their location is fused to produce one
measured location for the corresponding target. The fusion rule
for the measurements inside the same cluster at the kth scan
for q1 measurements falling in the same gate l is as follows

x̂ (k)
l =

∑q1
i=1 x (k)

i,l η̄
(k)
i,l∑q1

i=1 η̄
(k)
i,l

, ŷ(k)
l =

∑q1
i=1 y(k)

i,l η̄
(k)
i,l∑q1

i=1 η̄
(k)
i,l

, (10)

where η̄
(k)
i,l is the SNR per observation point i in the lth target

gate and (x̂ (k)
l , ŷ(k)

l ) is the initial estimated tentative target
location at the kth scan. Coordinates of the tentative targets
are stored and sent to the Kalman filter to be propagated to
the next scan.

2) Filtering and Prediction: For track filtering, a NCV
motion model [28] is used to model target movement dynamics
together with a two-dimensional Kalman filter. The state of the
lth tentative target at scan k is presented as

s(k)
l =

[
x (k)

l , y(k)
l , ẋ (k)

l , ẏ(k)
l

]T
,

where x (k)
l and y(k)

l represent the occupant location and
ẋ (k)

l and ẏ(k)
l represent its speed. Occupant movement must

satisfy the kinematic motion equation [29]

p(k)
l = 1

2
p̈(k−1)

l (	t)2 + ṗ(k−1)
l (	t) + p(k−1)

l (11)

where ṗ(k−1)
l and p̈(k−1)

l respectively denote the initial
speed and initial acceleration of the lth target at scan k,
p(k)

l = [x (k)
l , y(k)

l ]T denotes the position vector and 	t = 2Tp

denotes the time between scans. Therefore, the occupant state
transition at scan k is written as

s(k+1)
l = As(k)

l + w(k) (12)

where A is the state transition matrix expressed as

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 	t 0
0 1 0 	t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦,
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s(k+1)
l is the state of the occupant at the following scan and

w(k) denotes the process noise which is the uncontrollable
input (occupant acceleration) to the modeled system.
The NCV model gives the expression for the state error
covariance matrix as [28]

Qs = σ 2
s

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

	t4/4 0 	t3/2 0
0 	t4/4 0 	t3/2

	t3/2 0 	t2 0
0 	t3/2 0 	t2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

with σs = 1 ms−2 is a chosen design value.
Let z(k)

l = (x̂ (k)
l , ŷ(k)

l )T denote the combined measurement
at scan k for the lth tentative target, since our system only
measure target position and do not have information about
its speed; the measurement and the state of the occupant are
related as

z(k)
l = Cs(k)

l + e(k), (13)

where C is

C =
[

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

]

and e(k) is the measurement noise which is assumed to be
white Gaussian with covariance matrix Qe = σ 2

e I , where I is
a 2 × 2 identity matrix and variance σe = 1 m is chosen.
Matrices Qs and Qe are parameters in the prediction steps of
a Kalman filter [30].

Upon receipt of data in a scan, the data within each
(tentative) target gate is specified and the state of the target is
updated using the received data within its gate and propagated
ahead using the Kalman filter [30] to predict the occupant state
at the following scan. The predicted location at the following
scan forms the center of the corresponding target gate. In order
to update the state of a (tentative) target and avoid merging
of two crossing targets, the observation which is closest in
distance to the predicted position of a target is chosen. Let
z(k)

i,l = [x̂ (k)
i,l , ŷ(k)

i,l ]T denote the i th observation at the lth target

gate at scan k and p̂(k|k−1)
l = [x̂ (k|k−1)

l , ŷ(k|k−1)
l ]T denotes the

predicted target location from the previous scan, the chosen
measurement to update the target state is

z(k)
l = min

i
‖ p̂(k|k−1)

l − z(k)
i,l ‖. (14)

If there are measurements remaining which do not belong to
any existing target gate, new tentative targets are formed by
combining the measurements based on weighted average of
the measurements inside the new gate in the same manner as
discussed in Section III-G1.

Each of the observations at the current scan are assumed to
have a normal distribution, N ( p̂(k|k−1)

l , Q̄
(k|k−1)
l ), around the

predicted position, where Q̄
(k|k−1)
l denotes the related noise

covariance matrix. In order to represent (a) the confidence in a
tentative track as being a true target, (b) evaluate observation-
to-track updates and (c) have a mechanism to initiate true
tracks and delete false tracks or targets that have disappeared,
a tracking score is used. The tracking score consists of a
kinematic term and a signal-related term. The kinematic term
is related to the distance of the detection from the center of

the corresponding gate and the signal-related term is the SNR
at the location where the detection was formed.

Let d(k)
i,l denote the distance of the i th measured location

at scan k corresponding to the lth target from the predicted

position p̂(k|k−1) and η̄
(k)
i,l denote the SNR measured at that

location. A score is assigned to each of the measurements
within the lth target gate as

�
(k)
i,l = 
2

i,l η̄
(k)
i,l e−d(k)

i,l , (15)

where 
i,l is the range bin corresponding to the lth target.
Since signal power drops with the square of distance to the
transmitter due to path loss, we include the factor 
2

i,l in the
score in (15) in order to compensate for the power drop make
it independent of range.

Thereby, the tracking score for the lth target at scan k is
computed as

�̂
(k)
l = min{1, �̂

(k−1)
l + max

i
{�(k)

i,l }}, (16)

where �̂
(k−1)
l denotes the tracking score at the previous scan.

If in a cycle there remain unassociated measurements, they
are supplied to the clustering algorithm to define new tentative
targets. For the newly formed target clusters, �̂

(k−1)
l is zero.

The data at scan k for each (tentative) target corresponding
to the predicted state, error covariance matrix, previous
locations of the target and tracking score are stored for use
in the following scan.

3) Track Maintenance (Initiation, Deletion, Merging): By
using the track score for (tentative) targets that includes a
contribution from the SNR, the detection threshold can be
set lower to allow for more detections, whether false or
true [20]. The SNR-related term in the tracking score will
ensure false track mitigation in the track confirmation step of
the algorithm. Therefore, based on the tracking score of the
targets, two thresholds are set to classify targets as tentative,
confirmed or deleted. In the track maintenance process there
are two main hypotheses [20]:

H0 : Track is false; H1 : Track is true.

Based on these hypotheses, two thresholds are set for
confirmation or deletion of tracks. Knowing that detections
from a true target must be persistent over time, a timing
constraint is also introduced to lower the probability of false
target acceptance.

Note that due to the MTI processing, a small value of signal
power, in (6), may be due to an occupant who is not moving
or the absence of an occupant. We need to distinguish between
these two situations while limiting rejection of true target
rejections. In order to reduce true target rejection, we introduce
a procedure before deciding that an occupant has left the
sensing region. If in one scan no measurement is received for
a target, the score of the corresponding target is decreased by a
factor α, with 0 � α � 1, i.e. �̂

(k)
l = α�̂

(k−1)
l and is compared

to the deletion threshold δ1 for a pre-specified number of
scans κ1 before being disregarded. First, let us consider a
scenario where an occupant has left the sensing region and
the last detection associated to the target has a tracking score
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of 1 (maximum tracking score). Because there is no occupant
present, no signal associated with the target will be observed
and the tracking score will not be increased. In order to ensure
that the target is eventually dropped, we decrease the tracking
score at each scan by the factor α. When the tracking score
is smaller than the threshold δ1 over at least κ1 scans we
decide to drop the target. Second, let us consider a scenario
where an occupant has stopped moving and the last detection
associated to the target has a tracking score of 1. Similar to
the first scenario, no signal associated with the target will
be observed and the tracking score will not be increased.
If we use the same procedure, then a true target is rejected
if the occupant does not move for long enough such that
the associated tracking score goes below threshold δ1 for at
least κ1 scans. Under this scenario, the required number of
scans is given by

κ̃ = � log δ1

log α
� + κ1,

where � log δ1
log α � is the number of scans required for a tracking

score of 1 to go below threshold δ1 using a forgetting factor α.
If we assume that the probability that an occupant does not
move at each scan is independent of other scans and is equal
to p, the probability of true target rejection is reduced to pκ̃ .
Therefore, the described procedure ensures a low probability
of true target rejection. A large α reduces the probability of
true target rejection but also increases the time before deciding
that a target has left the sensing region.

The track maintenance logic is as follows:

�̂l � δ1 for κ1 scans: Accept H0 (delete track l)

�̂l � δ2 for κ2 scans: Accept H1 (confirm track l)

δ1 < �̂l < δ2 : continue test (tentative target)

Here δ1 and δ2 are respectively track deletion and track
confirmation thresholds, and κ1 and κ2 are the number of test
scans for deletion and confirmation of the track respectively.
The parameters δ1, δ2, κ1 and κ2 are chosen based on
requirements of the system, e.g. latency and false alarm rate.
δ1 is set above δ2 so that tracks caused by clutter and side
lobes that are persistent in time but have a smaller tracking
score than true targets would be tracked, but not initiated as
true targets, at this step of the algorithm.

Furthermore, a track merging logic is applied for the
situations when two closely-spaced tracks are formed due to
initiation of tracks from different parts of the same human
target body. In order to assure that the merger does not merge
crossing targets, a logic based on the closeness of state vector
of different (tentative) targets is used as follows

‖s j − si‖ < Cth for κ3 scans ⇒ drop the redundant track

where s j and si are the state estimates of the j th and i th track
respectively and the redundant track refers to the track that has
existed for a shorter time.

IV. COMBINED CONTROL MESSAGING AND POSITIONING

A. Transmitter

The transmitter chain is illustrated in Fig 3. A lighting
control command is first translated into a binary sequence {bk}

Fig. 3. Transmitter block diagram.

Fig. 4. Data frame structure.

Fig. 5. Typical LOS channel in the test room.

of length L1. After encoding the sequence with BCH error
correcting code, the resulting encoded sequence of length
L2 is en-framed. The data frame consists of a preamble part
(markers and training) and the payload part, as shown in Fig 4.
The framed data is then transformed into unipolar voltage level
and up-sampled to the speaker sampling frequency of fs,2.
Thereafter, the square-root raised cosine function hsrc(t) is
assigned to the unipolar base-band data signal, multiplied
with the carrier frequency at fc,2 and transmitted through
the mobile device speaker. The transmitted OOK signal is
represented by [31]

c(t) = Accb(t)cos(2π fc,2t), (17)

where c(t) is the transmitted signal, cb(t) is the baseband
transmitted pulse and Ac indicates the amplitude of the signal.

B. Indoor Ultrasound Channel

We assume that the orientation of the mobile device is
such that a clear line-of-sight (LOS) path exists between the
transmitter and the array receiver. A typical LOS channel
response in the test office is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen
that the signal from the LOS path is received with significantly
higher amplitude than other multipath components.

C. Receiver

1) Signal Detection: In order to detect the presence of a
signal at the operating frequency fc,2, the receiver uses power
detection. It performs bandpass filtering on a time window
of received samples, integrates the received power over that
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Fig. 6. Receiver block diagram.

time window and compares it with the detection threshold that
is set above the bandpass noise power. Upon detection of the
signal, a portion of the buffered and upcoming samples, which
roughly correspond to the size of a data packet, are chosen for
further processing.

2) Decoding and DoA Processing: The receiver implements
a non-coherent detection followed by DoA processing and
decoding, as illustrated in Fig 6. The received data block
through the M receiver channels, sampled at the receiver
sampling frequency fs,2, is first complex conjugate demod-
ulated with the zero-phase reference signal exp[−�2π fc,2t]
and passed through the matched filter that is matched to the
square-root raised cosine hsrc(t) pulse shape of the transmitted
baseband pulse. After conversion to baseband, it is determined
whether the data block actually contains a data frame,
and if so, frame and bit synchronization is performed. For
this, the preamble structure is used. The preamble consists
of three identical high-auto-correlation sequences (denoted
as marker) and a training sequence as shown in Fig 4.
First, a cross-correlation of the bandpass received data samples
with the known marker sequence upsampled to the receiver
sampling frequency is carried out. Three consecutive
correlation peaks are found and compared against a threshold
to maintain coarse timing synchronization [32]. The cross-
correlation synchronization finds the coarse bit time of the
first bit in the training sequence. Since the training sequence
is known, a search for the peak of the bit time is performed
to maintain fine timing synchronization. After maintaining
the bit time, a short block of the following samples of the
data block are supplied to the DoA estimation algorithm
explained in Section III to determine the angles from which
the control command is received. Furthermore, the data block
is downsampled to bit rate. To set an adaptive threshold for
making the decision on the received downsampled voltage
level corresponding to ’0’ or ’1’ bit, the average voltage level
of the ’0’ bits as well as ’1’ bits in the training sequence are
computed and the threshold is set in the middle of the two
levels to ensure minimum bit error probability and equal bit
error probability for ’0’ and ’1’. Thereafter, BCH decoding
is performed on the resulting binary sequence to reduce the
random bit errors.

D. Practical Design Considerations

1) Modulation: Standard laptop and smart-phone speakers
sample the audio streams at the sample rate of
fs,2 = 44.1 kHz. In theory, according to the

Fig. 7. Sensor prototype at ceiling.

Nyquist sampling criterion, these speakers are capable of
producing tones with frequencies as high as 22 kHz. However,
laptop and mobile phone hardware are optimized for working
at audible frequencies (well below 20 kHz) but are capable
of producing inaudible frequencies up to 22 kHz [22], [23].
In [33], a device-centric indoor positioning system was
described based on ultrasonic beaconing of Kasami codes and
reception in the 18-22 kHz using a built-in iOS microphone
at a user device. For the design of the communication system,
the available frequency band was assumed to be 18-22 kHz.
The carrier frequency was chosen in the center of the
available frequency interval fc,2 = 20 kHz. The uniform
circular array receiver has a wide-band sensitivity pattern
that covers the aforementioned frequency range. In order to
choose the baseband pulse duration, taking into account the
available bandwidth, real-time implementation requirements
and assuming an LOS channel, a bit rate of rb = 2 kbps
which corresponds to the bit duration of Tb = 500 μs was
chosen. We use a square-root raised cosine pulse shape
with roll-off factor 0.3 and span of 10 pulses. We assume
that the user-driven command (for the control of lighting
or other building room control) is translated into a binary
sequence of length L1 = 5 bits. The binary command is
then encoded to a sequence of length L2 = 15 bits using
a BCH code of (5, 15, 7) that can correct up to 3 errors.
Due to the complexity advantage of non-coherent receivers
and difficulty of estimating the carrier phase without a
physical link between the transmitter and the receiver array,
non-coherent detection was chosen. A common modulation
technique used for non-coherent detection is OOK [31].
At the receiver side, the bandpass signal is centered around
the carrier frequency with a bandwidth large enough to take
into account Doppler effects. For the marker sequence in the
transmitted data frame, a Gold code of length L2 is used.
Moreover, the chosen training sequence has approximately
the same number of zeros and ones.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

An 8-element uniform circular array prototype, as depicted
in Fig. 7, was installed in a ceiling-mounted configuration
in an office room. The dimensions of the room were: length
of 7.6 m, width of 6 m and height 3 m. The origin was at
the sensor at roughly the center of the ceiling (see Fig. 8 for
location), i.e. x = 0; y = 0; z = 0. The transmitter was of
model 400EP14D [34] at center frequency fc,1 = 40 kHz,
bandwidth 2 kHz and with a broad-beam profile.
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Fig. 8. Office room outline and trajectories of two occupants.

Fig. 9. Detection and tracking results in two occupants scenario.

The array consisted of eight elements of model SPM0204HD5
(see updated components in SPM family [35]) with an
inter-element separation of 4.6 mm.

A. Granular Presence Sensing

The parameters of the transmitted waveform were
Ts = 4 ms and Tp = 60 ms. Since the receiver uses two
consecutive pulses for MTI processing, the time between
scans is 120 ms. Parameter κ2 = 10 was chosen which
gives a latency of at least 1.2 s before the tracker initiates
a target. Furthermore, κ1 = 30 was chosen which indicates
the tracker waits at least 3.6 seconds before a disappeared
target is deleted. For real-time implementation, a granularity
of 2 degrees was chosen for DoA estimation in both azimuth
and elevation angles.

We consider the granular detection and tracking
performance for two multiple occupant scenarios in an
office as depicted in Figs. 8 and 10. The solid lines at the
edges denote the physical boundaries, while the dashed lines
indicate workspace regions and furniture. In the first scenario,
one occupant moves along the track marked by the red
squares while the second occupant follows the track marked
by green triangles. Both occupants start simultaneously from
the points A and B as depicted in Fig. 8, the occupant

Fig. 10. Office room outline and trajectories of three occupants.

Fig. 11. Detection and tracking results in three occupants scenario.

marked by the green triangles first passes the intersection as
the occupant marked by the red squares follows. The results
of the estimated trajectory upon detection and tracking are
shown as black circles and blue diamonds for the first and
second occupant respectively in Fig. 9. As can be seen,
the estimated locations and track closely match locations
along the real trajectory. The deviation from the true trajectory
are caused close to the areas of dense local scattering (due to
tables in the room).

In the second scenario, three occupants are present in the
room as shown in Fig. 10. The first occupant indicated by
the cyan star makes minor movements (e.g. small hand and
body movements) while seated on a chair at the specified
location. The two other occupants move along the tracks
designated by the green triangles and red squares respectively.
The second occupant starts at point A (following the green
triangles trajectory); when the second occupant approaches
the middle of its track, the third occupant starts from point B
and walks along the red squares. The results from the real
time location estimation are shown in Fig. 11 by black
dots, red circles and blue diamonds for the first, second and
third occupant respectively. The figure clearly shows that
the real-time location estimates closely match the target
trajectories.

There are a number of factors such as furniture in the
space, ceiling mounting height of the sensor, radiation pattern
of the transmitter and receiver elements of the ultrasonic
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Fig. 12. Zoning of the test office room based on azimuth angle.

array, that affect the tracking performance within the sensing
region. In the experimental setup, for the choice of the
transmitter/receiver and ceiling height, detection performance
deteriorates at the physical boundaries of the office space since
the ultrasonic transmitter/receiver sensitivity is lower due to
the beam angle characteristics.

B. Ultrasonic Control Messaging

The communication scheme was tested on three speakers
of different laptop models, serving as the mobile device.
The mobile device was placed at one of four possible
workspaces (marked 1-4) as shown in Fig. 12, where the
zones (marked a-h) are also depicted. The orientation of the
mobile device was chosen such that a clear LOS path exists
between the transmitter and the receiver array, for which a
typical channel response resembles Fig. 5 (here reflections
still exist for instance due to the screen of the laptop). A total
of 150 message transmissions were done from the four
workspaces and it was found that all messages were received
correctly, and also identified in the correct zone. In order to
also test the performance under adverse conditions, another
scenario was considered by introducing non-LOS components
(by pointing the transmitter away from the receiver, obscuring
the LOS path). For this scenario, approximately 70% of
the messages were received correctly. This degradation
is due to intersymbol interference (ISI) and is expected.
The performance can be improved by using transmission
redundancy and advanced receiver processing (e.g. channel
equalization). However, since only the LOS scenario was of
interest in our application, we did not include such receiver
processing in our design.

It was observed that the speaker hardware limitations,
i.e. operating at a frequency of 20 kHz using commercial
acoustic speakers, leads to a very minor buzz (a “tic” sound)
when the speakers were at the highest volume. While
unintentional, it has the advantage of providing feedback to
occupants that a user is signalling so that simultaneous user
control messaging may be avoided. There is still a small
probability that due to multiple users signalling at the same
time, some messages are lost. We expect that these situations

occur in practice with very small probability and are resolved
by social interaction among users and/or multiple signalling
requests from users with random backoff times.

VI. CONCLUSION

An ultrasonic uniform circular array sensing and
communication solution was proposed for granular occupancy
detection and user messaging, with potential application
in a smart lighting control system to achieve automatic as
well as user-controllable localized illumination. The range,
azimuth and elevation angles corresponding to potential
occupant movements were obtained after range processing
and DoA estimation. Kalman filter tracking based on
an NCV model and track maintenance algorithms were
employed to estimate movement tracks. User messaging was
realized with acoustic device speakers operated at ultrasonic
frequencies, and the same ultrasonic array presence sensor
was reused as a communication receiver. A prototype of
the proposed system with an 8-element circular array was
implemented and shown to provide promising performance in
an indoor office environment.
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